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In this discussion of gear roll-finishing
particular attention is called to the special
tooth nomenclature resulting from the in-
teraction between the rolling die teeth
and the gear teeth .. To eliminate confu-
sion the side of a gear tooth that is in
contact with the "approach" side of a roll-
ing die tooth is also considered to be the
approach side. The same holds true for
the "trail" side. Thus, the side of the gear
tooth that is in contact with the trail side
of a rolling die is also considered to be
the trail side.

Gear roll-finishing (fig. 1) is much dif-
ferent from gear shaving in that a flow
of material rather than a. removal of
materia] is Involved. A study of gear
tooth action is required to analyze the
material flow in the rolling process. In
Fig. Z as a gear rolling die tooth engages
the approach side of a workpiece tooth,
sliding action occurs along the line of
action in the arc of approach, i.na direc-
tion from the top of the gear tooth
toward the pitch point where instan-
taneous rolling action is achieved. As
soon as the contact leaves the pitch
point, sliding action occurs again, but in
the opposite direction toward the pitch
point in the arc of recession.

What is more interesting, however, is
that the contact between the die and

work gear teeth
on the trail side
produces exactly
the opposite direc-
tion of sliding to
that on the approach
side. (See Fig. 3.) The
result of these changing
directions of sliding is
that material is
being compressed
toward the pitch
point on the ap-
proach side and
extended away
from the pitch
point on the
trail side. (See
Fig.4!J

t
tThis action causes a

greater quantity of mate-
rial to be displaced on the trail side than
on the approach side by a ratio of about
three to one. On the approach side ,the
tendency is to trap the material rather
'than permit it to flow toward the top and
root of the teeth as on the trail side.
Thus, unlike the situation in a metal
removal process like gear shaving, the
quantity of material flow during the roll-
ing process, as well as the hardness of
that material, have a significant effect on
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Fig. 3 (right) - Contact ac-
tion between the tooth of a
workpiece and the trail side
of a rolling die tooth.
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Fig. 2 (left) - Contact action
between one tooth of a
workpiece and the ap-
proach side of a rolling die
tooth.

Fig. 1 ('center) -Operating princi-
ple of double-die gear roll·finishing.

the accuracy of the produced form.
In successful roll-finishing, an under-
cut near the root section, such as is

found conventional preshaved tooth
forms, is desirable. Since most

production gears are also pro-
, vided with a tip chamfer, the
, 11 material will tend to be pulled

up into the chamfer on the trail
side and down away from the

chamfer o.n the approach side ..
As a result, some adjustments in

hobbed tooth tip chamfer depths and
angles are required to balance out the op-
posed metal flow conditions on each tip

side. These chamfer depths and angles
have to be held to close tolerances.

If too much stock is left for gear
roil-finishing, or if the gear

material is too hard (aboveap-
proximately 20Re), several con-

ditions may result. The sliding
action on the approach side of the

tooth may cause a "seaming" of
material that builds up in the area of

the pitch point. On the trail side, the
flow of excess material may result in a
burr an the tip of the gear tooth and at
"slivering" of material into. the root area.
Fig, 5 shows the condition of a roll-
finished gear tooth when too much stock
is flowed or high hardness conditions are
encountered,

In Fig. 6 photomicrographs show the
conditions encountered when stock
removal is excessive and material. hard-
ness is too high. A seam is evident in the
approach side of the tooth at the left in
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the area of the operating pitch diamater.
The trail side photomicrograph at the
right in this figure shows slivering in the
root portion with about 0.004-ln.of
lapped-over metal, and about O..OO2-in.
deep surface cold-working of the
material.

10 contrast. photomicrographs in fig.
7 show the excellent tooth structure that
can be achieved with roll-firdshtng if
stock reduction is held to a minimum and
material is not too hard. No evidence of
cold-working or seaming is seen in the
approach side at the left. In the trail side
at the right in, this figure, no evidence of
slivering or cold-working is seen.

The amount of stock reduction with
roll-forming should be held to about one
half of that normally associated with
shaving i.f seaming and slivering are to
be avoided. The burr condition on the
tip of the trailside of the tooth can be
improved by dose control, of the angle
and location of the protective tooth
chamfer generated by the hob in the
tooth generating operation.

Gear Rolling Dies
Since roll-finishing involves material
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fig. 4 (left) - Differing flow
directions induced by each
side of .die tooth with gear
roll-finishing.
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~lg. 5 (righ.t)-Tooth Flow
pattern that results when
too much stock is left for
roll-finishing, or when
material hardness IS

excessive.
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flow rather 'than metal removal, it should
be expected that the tooth form on the
die would not be faithfully reproduced
on the workpiece tooth because of
minute material springback and material
flow conditions.

Even with gear shaving it has been
found necessary to modify the shaving
cutter teeth profiles somewhat to produce
a desired form on the work gear teeth.
Experience to date has shown that a dif-
ferent type of tooth form modification is
required for gear roll dies than for gear
shaving cutters. As with gear shaving
cutters, the correct amount of gear ron-
ing die tooth form modification is deter-
mined Irom an extensive development
program. Less rigid gear roll-finishing
machines usually require greater and
varying die form modifications.

Gear roll dies are made from a special
Iatique and impact resistant high speed
steel to the tolerances shown in Table 1.

Gear Rolling Machines
Several important design considera-

tions have be met in a roll-finishing
machine. These include rigidity, strength,
high speed loading, die phasing, and in-
dependent .adjustment for die axis and die
positioning.
- The force required to roll-finish a.gear
depends upon its width, diametral pitch,
tooth shape, cycle time material, and
hardness.

Double-Die Cear RoDing
The double-die machine shown in Fig.

fig. 6- Photomicrographs of a gear
tooth with high hardness. The ap-
proach side. left, has a seam in the
area of the pitch diameter. The trail
side, right. -shows where excessive
stock has caused cold-working and
a sliver near the root.

Fig. 7 - Photomicrographs of a pro-
perly roll-finlshed gear tooth. The
approach side, left, has no seaming.
The trail side. right, shows l1\O sliver-
ing or cold-working.

8 is a vertical design with the dies
mounted one above the other .. Such a
design provides maximum rigidity, re-
quires minimum Hoor space and also
gives max-accessibility for a hinged
automatic work loader as well as die
head positioning adjustments,

Table 2 and Fig. 9 illustrate the range
of gearing for which gear rolling dies
have been produced for finish-rolling
production applications.

both roll ..Hn:ishing and shaving opera-
tions or roll-finishing only are done
economically.

A single gear rolling die is mounted in
a heavy-duty gear head above the work-
piece in Fig ..10. The die is driven by an
electric motor to provide rotation of the
workpiece that meshes with it, Normally,
semi-automatic loading methods are uti-
lized on single-die roll finishing machines
whose work cycles are somewhat longer
than those of the fully automatic, double-
die machines.

The workpiece is mounted on an arbor
between head and tailstock. In. operation,
the table supporting the head and tail-

Sing~e-Die Gear Rolling
A single-die gear rolling process is

ideally adapted for low and medium
production -fLnishing operations where

Table 11-ToleraJ'lces for Gear Roll-Finishingl Dies
Fig, 8-Operating components of a double-die gear roll-Hnishing machine.

0.00015
0.00020
0.0003

.Invclute Profile {True Involute Form)-

.Active' length, tiv
Through 0.177·ln ..Working Depth
00178 Through 0.395-ln. Working Depth

'Lead-(Unitormily-liv Per Inch of Face)
ParalJelism-
(OpPOSiteSides 01Same Tooth Alike Within)
Helix Angle-
(llevialion From True'Angle-Per Inch of Face)
Toath S paeing-. .
(AdjacentTeeth at Pitch Diameter)
Circular P,ilch-(Varialion·tiv)
S pac.ing Aecumu lation- _
(Over Three Consecutive Teeth)

I Runout-(tiv at. Pilch Diameter)
Face Runoul-{tiv Bel'ow Teeth)

I Tooth Thickness
1 Hole Diameter

0.0002

0,0005

0.00015
0.0002

0.00025
0.0004
0.0002

Minus 0,0010
Plus 0.0002

MOI.'ING LOWER I
DI[HIE~

Ol\lve MOTOR

HYD-RAULIC CVLINCER

Note, Dies can be made in oeirs alike wi.thin 0.0005-in. measured
over pins, if necessary
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T,able 2-Datal on Roil-Finished Gears

PUcli lIor","1 11.. ",.1
Ih. D'I"'.'I' IDI:!1II1'!nl PnlJl!fI Ihll' ,iIlngll 1141l1li rIel Width MIlIri:!1

T"lh, (iII.) 'l'iI.:h iIl.glI (In.)

26 4.6666 6.539 1.8- 28' 23' 25' l 1.380 8620
25 3.3667 8.8709783 16' 30' 33' la' L 0.9'18 8620
\4 I.om 11 20· ,21.• L o.m 51,40H
17 1.2143 15.1535 '18,'35' 09- 22' 30' L 0.158 4024
Z! 2.1lOOO 15.1535 18' 35' O9,N ,22' 30' R 104 .co24
18 1.2542 15..5 11' 30' 22' 11' 30" R 1.935 4620
16, 0.9621 18 18- 30' 22' 30' R D.rn 5130.

Fine Grain (5·~1)
34 2.0445, 18 18' 30' 22' 30' L 0.860 SI3!l"

Fine Grain (5·8)
20 1.1580 18.5 18' 21' IR 0'.114 402111
19 1.0549 19.3 20' 21' 03' 42N R 0.705, 4027H

Fig. 9'-Gears that have been successfully
roll-finished .

stock is fed upward by a unique, air-
powered, heavy-duty radial, feed system.
The continuous upleed of the table pro-
vides the large force necessary to roll-
finish the gear teeth.

During the work cyde, the workpiece
can be rotated in one direction for one
part of the cycle, then reversed and
rotated in the other direction for the
balance of the cycle, This double-
rotation sequence tends to balance the
metal flow action on the approachand
trail sides of the work gear teeth ..

Tooth thickness size of the workpiece
is controlled by adjusting the height of
the table with a handwheel-cenerolled
elevating screw.
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